Abstract. With the currently emerging trials for best-effort internet solutions on trains, solutions are required for delivering multimedia services to fast moving users. Research has already been devoted to dimensioning Ethernet aggregation networks, taking user movement into account while neglecting the experienced network performance. This paper extends this design for resilient networks and aims at minimizing packet loss and packet reordering in the dimensioning and routing process. For deployment in an Ethernet network which supports Multiple Spanning Trees (MSTs), effective path aggregation methods are proposed for finding a minimal set of spanning trees and these are thoroughly evaluated for different scenarios. Moreover the spanning tree assignment problem with predefined backup conditions is studied.
Introduction

Motivation
The challenge telecom operators are facing is to examine how multimedia applications can be provided to users in fast moving vehicles. While satellite systems were the first best-effort solutions on the market, on-roof antenna architectures with WiFi/WiMax base stations located near the railroad track are recently gaining interest. We proposed such a WiMax-based architecture in [1] but more research is required for combining the performance that mobile hosts experience along their journey with a cost-effective design. The network must deliver packets to the correct point of attachment while minimizing the effects of packet loss (PL) and packet reordering (PR) that are caused when switching paths between access gateways. A lot of research has been performed in order to achieve seamless connectivity. At network layer methods have been proposed in order to improve performance degradation in case of packet reordering due to path delay variations or packet loss due to motion across wireless cell boundaries: e.g. triangular routing or bi-casting [2] . However to the authors' knowledge no work intends to relate the fast moving aspect of users with the cost-effective design of the network infrastructure. If this work is combined with the above mentioned techniques, it will lead to lower buffer capacities, less forwarding overhead or improved real-time behavior.
Contribution
We present a design technique for resilient Ethernet networks which tries to minimize PL and PR in the dimensioning and routing process. Because the flow routing is optimized, we still have to find a way of enforcing these paths in a multiple spanning tree (MST) environment [3] . In a MST network the available paths must be placed on one of the active Spanning Tree Instances (STIs). Classic spanning tree problems try to find optimal routes within a single spanning tree: e.g. resource-efficient transport of multi-cast traffic [4] [5] but the problem of finding multiple STs is rarely studied. Heuristic techniques are presented which aim to find a minimal set of trees covering the set of paths calculated in the design phase. In [6] we presented a similar approach (see Fig. 1 ) without taking network reliability into account. In this paper we will extend this study: design of networks that are resilient against single network failures requires more resources and the path assignment problem on a minimal set of STIs is more difficult because recovery is based on ST and not on a path-per-path basis. 
The System Architecture
Our FAMOUS (= FAst MOving USers) network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2 . There is a single Service Gateway (SGW) and a number of Access Gateways (AGWs) which are placed along the railroad tracks. Service guarantees can be assured by making on-time resource reservations. Data connections of fast moving users will be mapped on VLAN tunnels that are responsible for the delivery to the correct AGW in the aggregation network. The VLANs are fixed end-to-end tunnels, automatically installed with GVRP (GARP VLAN Registration Protocol). At their due time, tunnel reservations are registered for the aggregated flow, but only shortly before the flow will be effectively using the
